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Q1) What is the first element in the periodic table?

Q2) Along which coast does the Andes mountain range run?

Q3) What cocktail is made with gin and vermouth, and garnished with a lemon twist or an olive?

Q4) Which famous Italian leader had a biscuit named after him?

Q5) What is the name of King Arthur's court?

Q6) Albert Square features in which popular British soap opera?

Q7) Who purchased the book website Goodreads.com in 2013?

Q8) Who led the Argonauts in their search for the Golden Fleece?

Q9) In what year did World War One start?

Q10) What is a stock exchange?

Q11) How many days are there in a leap year?

Q12) Cappuccino and espresso are types of what drink?

Q13) What is the character name of Sean Connery's most famous role?

Q14) Named after a French king, what became the 18th state of the USA?

Q15) On a standard computer keyboard the 26 letters are arranged in how many rows?

A) Pacific    B) Atlantic    C) Caribbean    D) Arctic

A) Google    B) Amazon    C) Twitter    D) Facebook

A) A body which calculates the level of unemployment    B) A bank that governs the rate of inflation   
C) A market where securities are bought and sold    D) A place to exchange foreign currency

A) Coffee    B) Wine    C) Tea    D) Lager
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Trivia Quiz Answers
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Q1) What is the first element in the periodic table?

Q2) Along which coast does the Andes mountain range run?

Q3) What cocktail is made with gin and vermouth, and garnished with a lemon twist or an olive?

Q4) Which famous Italian leader had a biscuit named after him?

Q5) What is the name of King Arthur's court?

Q6) Albert Square features in which popular British soap opera?

Q7) Who purchased the book website Goodreads.com in 2013?

Q8) Who led the Argonauts in their search for the Golden Fleece?

Q9) In what year did World War One start?

Q10) What is a stock exchange?

Q11) How many days are there in a leap year?

Q12) Cappuccino and espresso are types of what drink?

Q13) What is the character name of Sean Connery's most famous role?

Q14) Named after a French king, what became the 18th state of the USA?

Q15) On a standard computer keyboard the 26 letters are arranged in how many rows?

Hydrogen

A) Pacific    B) Atlantic    C) Caribbean    D) Arctic

martini

Giuseppe Garibaldi

Camelot

EastEnders

A) Google    B) Amazon    C) Twitter    D) Facebook

Jason

1914

A) A body which calculates the level of unemployment    B) A bank that governs the rate of inflation   
C) A market where securities are bought and sold    D) A place to exchange foreign currency

366

A) Coffee    B) Wine    C) Tea    D) Lager

James Bond

Louisiana

Three
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